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—-Internal Notes—-
How I would set-up my Abstract:
 One or two sentences providing basic introduction to the field, comprehensible to the

targeted audience (investigators as ETI describes) in any cases. Objective : state the
purpose of the works

o use verb that describes the action of the study
o use objective terms and sentences that connect to the central element and goal of

the works
 Two or three sentences of more detailed background, compressible by peers / investigators
 One sentence clearly stating the general problem being addressed by this particular works
 Describe the study design, methods, and analysis.
 One sentence summarizing the main result
 Two or three sentences explaining what the main result reveals in direct comparison to what

was thought to be the case previously, or how the main result adds to previous knowledge
 One or two sentences to put the main result into a more general context
 Two or three sentences to provide a broader perspective, readily comprehensible to a peer

in any investigator position, may be included in the first paragraph if the editor considers that
the accessibility of the paper is significantly enhanced by their inclusion. Discuss major
limitations of the works.

My intention here: (just an internal note for me as a line to follow in a very specific point of the
writing process.)
Providing a short hardened & structured introduction (example:
https://kit.exposingtheinvisible.org/en/what/bio-investigation.html) to this piece with sentences,
words, and style form "Audience and Writing Style − Guidelines for contributors". See:
https://cloud.exposingtheinvisible.org/apps/onlyoffice/25775?filePath=%2FETI-Story_Telling-
2021%2FLogistics%2FETI-Kit_Audience-and-WritingStyle.docx
I will wrote my intentions for each part in an highlighted comments on each section heading (I
Hope it could for review and contribution)

Feedback by Jose: this abstract sounds very abstract to me (bad pun intended ;-)). After reading
it, I’m not sure what exactly it is you’re writing about. Still, as a general comment, I would
suggest considering using examples (either real or hypothetical) since almost the very
beginning, so that the reader can get an idea of what you’re talking about.
——————————————————————————————————————————

https://kit.exposingtheinvisible.org/en/what/bio-investigation.html
https://cloud.exposingtheinvisible.org/apps/onlyoffice/25775?filePath=%2FETI-Story_Telling-2021%2FLogistics%2FETI-Kit_Audience-and-WritingStyle.docx
https://cloud.exposingtheinvisible.org/apps/onlyoffice/25775?filePath=%2FETI-Story_Telling-2021%2FLogistics%2FETI-Kit_Audience-and-WritingStyle.docx


—-In Short:
This guide will help you plan, organize and run collaborative session with fellow investigators,
sources and any other people interested in your investigation in order to narrate the story of
your investigation together. The method below has been used in popular education for decades,
especially by self-organising social groups to integrate inherited stories and propose new lines
of narration based on shared understanding and experiences. Below you will find a “how to” on
conducting a collaborative storytelling workshop, adapted from experiments conducted with a
French biohackerspace and an online session with investigators and researchers.
—-
¶
It would help to start with defining what ‘narration’ and ‘narrative’ mean in this particularcontext of the curriculum ans workshop guide.¶
¶
Often times, audiences or even sources of an investigation’s findings are not included in the
process of shaping its narrative and the way it gets shared to the world. While in many cases
this is justified by safety, ethical or other considerations, there are situations when background
research, data collection, witness memories and other valuable evidence can and should be
collected and told together with the people and communities involved and affected - especially if
the investigation’s aim is to expose, raise awareness or enable change. In this context, this
workshop curriculum, with an added list of guidelines for the facilitator of the workshop, explores
how the use of a workshop method could support the practices of investigators and researchers
from data collection to the point of narration and storytelling by involving the very people who
experience the investigated issues and problems. This method has the potential to also shape
how the story is then received and engaged with by wider groups and audiences.
During an 'Exposing The Invisible' workshop with investigators and researchers, I led
participants throughwe conducted a collective process to adapt and remix a working method to
produce constructed narratives and explore/expose different experiences and possible pieces of
evidence with people on a given theme, including people who have never been involved in any
relationship in an investigation. Our initial exploratory work consisted of implementing a
workshop facilitation method developed by writer and activist Ricardo Montserrat with different
groups of people on different topics in three workshops.¶
This work was carried out with the help of the Exposing The Invisible team, the cohort of
investigators and researchers from an online workshop in June 2021, members of the
Biohackerspace Kaouenn-Noz, and external contributions (people without diplomas,
construction workers, PhDs, artists, researchers)

What is the Montserrat Method and how does it connect to collective narration?

https://exposingtheinvisible.org/


This workshop facilitation method originates from Ricardo Montserrat’s “Petite Histoire, Grande
Histoire” (English: “Tiny story, Grand History”) method. Born in 1954 in Brittany of Catalan
antifascist parents, Montserrat was a novelist, playwright, essayist, screenwriter, film-maker and
used theater, writing, collective learning as a space to have people sharing their perceptions
and experiences about freedoms and ways to counter dictatorships. This method can help
participants realize that a number of their choices were driven by beliefs and strong connections
with others around them, even if they were not aware of them in the past.
This workshop method also helps to reveal the interrelationships between individual
experiences, the factors that lead people to create or join communities, and the important
events of collective history within those communities and beyond.
We first deployed this workshop method at activism camps (such as IndieCamps, 2016) to do
things like, start a “study” of where camp participants were from, to learn about the context of
their work and their lives and what drove them to engage in their work, hacktivism, research.. It
also came in handy when organizing a response to pollution events with the affected people
living on the polluted land. It worked both as narrative material and information collection for the
investigation, as well as a means to animate and "equip" the people we met with the method of
self-organization based on their own experiences and involvement they identified in relation to a
problem that affected them.
How the method works¶
With the help of a facilitator, participants remember and share their own memories (called here
‘tiny stories’) about the given theme while also relating them to specific events in the Grand
History of events (everything that has a collective dimension be it regional, international, etc.).
Thus both small stories and grand history events get collected across a timeline of events,
experiences and connections. This allows people from the same or different contexts to explore
a given theme and to cross individual autobiographies with the lines of events in history (be it
local, regional or global ) .
It is an exercise in reflection and production, where linking tiny stories and Grand History
together, allows stories made by the collective, to emerge and open up new avenues of
narration.
In addition to our approaches and our work described in this publication, we want to share with
you the method we have adapted, as well as our work observations. And materials to organize
your own session.
This workshop method can be applied to people who want to learn investigation or seasoned
investigators who want to:

 train and acquire some background knowledge about facilitating groups of people
and some safety, privacy and ethics background that the facilitator would want to
acquire.

 people who wish to learn and practice new methods that help to reveal
experiences and feelings in order to start or consolidate an investigation

 People who want to implement collaborative workshops that can serve as a basis
for designing narrative formats that differ from current standards for investigative

https://movilab.org/wiki/IndieCamp/en


publishing

This approach by design and works for new format applied to people who:
 are experienced with investigation methods and collaborative configuration and

wants to develop new ways to do by remixing / reusing / adapting existing
materials

 feel legit to engage a community based action focused on a topic to investigate
 are familiar with collective storytelling or writing methods
 are already involved in participatory science, collaborative investigation,

collective activism
Background and Description:
Investigation should be understood here in the sense described in the Exposing The Invisible
Project (What Makes an Investigation).

“An investigation is a process of organised evidence collection, which seeks to be asclose to the truth as possible. The past leaves behind residue: dust, footprints,documents, videos, audio recordings, witnesses, scents, paperwork, the presence orabsence of something that was or wasn’t there before. […]If you think about your investigation as a jigsaw puzzle, each link or connection bringsyou one step closer to seeing the larger picture. As you connect more pieces, the picturestarts to become clearer. “
Before, during, and after an investigation, questions concerning storytelling, publication,
dissemination of the findings by investigators, and reception of those findings for "non-
specialist" audiences are often discussed among people "specialized" in or around
Investigation.
As a working group, as described above, we have worked on the question of: - "How to
implement social configurations that help to produce information and knowledge with people
outside the Investigation bubble". Here social configuration is understood such as: range space-
time in which an encounter occurs between individuated entities that commit themselves
intentionally to the conception of a common representation. That is to say to shared
responsibility.
More poetically, it could be, for example, individuals from different backgrounds, who do not
necessarily know each other, coming together around a campfire to discuss in diversity, in
"assembly", and decide with their own rules to establish a collective action plan while and
aiming for a common goal.
We have implemented Ricardo Montserrat's “Tiny stories, Grand History” method. Can we use it
as a basis for proposing new ways of telling stories in investigative work, and can we use this
new perspective at several stages in the investigation process?

https://kit.exposingtheinvisible.org/en/investigation-concepts.html


Since 2014 (mainly in France), we have with the support of Biome HackLab and then
Biohackerspace Kaouenn-Noz implemented several dozen workshops with popular education
animation methods.
For this guide presented here, we have conducted 3 workshops (2 in personphysical presence,
1 online with web tools) with the method Tiny Stories, Grand History, with 3 different groups on
3 different topics:

 1st group, May 2021, 6 participants on the theme "tell me a DIY (do it yourself) Biology
story” − with people interested in Do It Yourself Biology and practitioners in amateur
biology (in physical space). In French Language.

 2nd group, June 2021, 7 participants on the theme “Assisted Reproductive Technology”
− with people from activist association and some not declaring an associative
attachment. In French Language.

 3rd group,June 2021, 8 participants on the theme “What’s Exposing The Invisible for
you” − with people who recognize themselves as investigators. In English Language

(21 people from at least 12 different countries. 2 cohorts were not investigators (group 1 & 2), 1
was (group 3)).
We constructed graphical timelines using personal stories from each of the workshop
participants, composed by the auto-biographies from participants and the experiences of
"the History" collected during session. Each group produced a unique “Wall” directly
perfomative and narrative about the given topic they explored.. (A production that can
be compared, for example, to Woman's Hospital History Wall in Baton Rouge, LA. or to
OHSU Diversity Story Wall).
<graphic illustration by ETI needed>
We also collected feedback after the workshops using the same questionnaire for the 3
groups. We also asked what adaptations or modifications of the method they would like
to see; and then in which perspectives the participants would see Ricardo Montserrat's
method used in their own practices. We share several in this publication to illustrate our
approach.
We have found in this method and its possible adaptations appear to be useful for a
person or group of researchers, activists, journalists, developers, artists and others
eager to share knowledge on how to conduct investigations, more specifically for people
with an interest in collaborative practices in investigation.
This workshop’s method can also be used as follows:

 Before starting an investigation whose theme is already chosen: help to open up
leads from thoughts/information that the group reveals. This information could be
unexpected for a person in an investigative position

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Do-it-yourself_biology


 To provide an additional layer of narration to an investigation (at the beginning, or
in progress, or at the end, or even after investigation), to make room for different
perspectives on the issue that is investigated

 Make visible the experience of people involved in a crowdsourcing process
(survey, investigation, participatory science, etc.)

 Make visible the experience of people involved in a same larger event but from
different positions and whose experiences may be interrelated (disaster for
example - whether they are victims, actors, responsible...).

 To provide material to complement the graphic and aesthetic presentation of the
evidence collected - which can be incorporated into the publication of the findings

 After publication of an investigation: To open workshop series so that the public,
far from the publications of the investigations, can seize collectively the contents
and the stakes related to this investigation, then to draw knowledge from it.

Rbreidbrown, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0. FromWikimedia Commons.

Each circular line represents a part of the tree's history. Each of themrepresents a layer within which we can find tiny stories.

In light of the feedback we received from participants after the workshops, as well as the
discussions that our experience described here has generated prior to the publication of



this guide with people whose expertise we have solicited, we have confirmed that the
use of animation and transmission methods from the popular education bibliography
provide a resource library of methods and techniques that have the potential to expand
and renew the ways in which investigations are envisioned and practiced by opening up
new format for collaboration and new design for some shapes of investigation.
More broadly, we believe that our current effort, which needs to be deepened, opens
new avenues on the way people find and share information, including using pre-existing
methodologies and methods; to empower more people to uncover hidden information,
expose corruption and bring the wrong doing to light.
Our exploration begun in 2014 on the use of method from education was so in a non-objective
way. At least not to the extent that we are trying to formulate it today with more precision. which
is a limitation by design in the state of our guide. Also, the method of design, facilitation,
workshop facilitation, relies on the subjectivity of participating individuals. Also, we
recognize that the choices of themes used were related to our previous activities, and
that the workshop participants do not represent local populations in the broad sense of
diversity.

Curriculum, methods tips and how to do this workshop
Use it if your goal is to:
If your goal is to collect information, co-create narratives and represent the needs and
experiences of people whose issues you are planning to investigate by working together
with these people and their communities. We provide original Montserrat method as as
a work reference, and also for the sake of sharing and transparency. The method
recommended next and described here is an adaptation of the Montserrat method
narrating with others, that we hope will be more thoughtful for investigative situations.
¶
Skills and experience required to apply the method:¶

– facilitation of group exercises and workshops¶
– safety awareness¶
– experience running workshops with diverse groups including vulnerable people¶
– care for ethics and inclusion
– Interest in collaborative methods, and also "Investigation is Collaboration: How to Make

It Work" By Ankita Anand

Time requirements:¶

https://kit.exposingtheinvisible.org/en/how/collaboration.html
https://kit.exposingtheinvisible.org/en/how/collaboration.html


Here we outline how much time facilitators should allow and how to allocate it broadly.
We note that this varies on a case-by-case basis -- for example, if people already know each
other or if they need to spend time getting everyone comfortable, etc.

– 2:30 to 3 hours for the “classic” Montserrat’s method
o 1 hour for personnal works (1st step)
o 1 ou 1:30 for collection and sharing (2nd step)
o 30 minutes or 1 hour for Exploitation: Questioning of representations,

transmission of experiences & wrapping
– 4 hours minimum for remixed method we designed

o 1 hour for personnal works (1st step)
o 2 or 2:30 hours for collection and sharing (2nd step)
o 1 hour for (3rd step) Exploitation: Questioning of representations,

transmission of experiences
o 30 minutes for wrapping

Here are some tips on when to do this:
 When planning an collaborative investigation in order to start a way to find out about

people and common ground in the team.
 before starting an investigation when you want to reach insights outside your primary

scope / bias
 At the early stage of an investigation when you want to collect unexpected information or

stories
 Anywhere during an investigation when you're thinking about "insider stories" behind

your main subject of investigation
 At the end of an investigation, before publishing, to hardened your set of information.
 after publication of your investigation when you want to work deeper on the material you

produced with people interested in your investigation's subject.

How to do it:
For each workshop we explicitly provided a framework of "living together, doing
together" rules inspired by the Brave Place concept − or incentive groups.
A basic approach Brave place based contains 5 five main elements:

 “Controversy with civility,” where varying opinions are accepted



 “Owning intentions and impacts,” in which participants acknowledge and discuss
instances where a dialogue has affected the emotional well-being of another
person

 “Challenge by choice,” where participants have an option to step in and out of
challenging conversations

 “Respect,” where participants show respect for one another’s basic personhood
 “No attacks,” where participants agree not to intentionally inflict harm on one

another

The rules we used in addition to basic brave place approach are shared here. These
rules concern the hospitality we implement, the behaviors we encourage, those we
refuse (racism, LGBTQI+phobia, etc.), and also how to act in case of a problem.
Also, when you design, organize and lead a workshop you have to include those who
are differently-abled.
Then you will have to provide in the invitation to the workshop a clear statement on the
content, the course, the duration, the social configuration within the workshop itself.
Being clear, transparent, and considering others as equals is part of the recipe for this
method.

Safety first:During these sessions very personal information is shared by the participants.
Be sure to provide a clear framework for anyone who wishes to participate.
Be clear with participants that this information is not to be used to harm anyone inthe group, or in the group's environment.
Consider the risks and consequences now and in the future if you plan to makethe contents of the session public.
Do not make the final chart public if there are risks to the participants, or to thosearound them.

The primary method by borrowing from Ricardo Montserrat
With a group of 5 to 15 people (seated in a circle or semi-circle if it's a physical place; in
videoconference if it's via the web)

Each participant in the workshop answers the same series of questions on a given
topic. For instance - take the topic of pollution of a local river that is an important source
of water and food for inhabitants:¶

– : What dates and events are important to you in your personal memories and
experiences? ¶

– Which situations and people were decisive in your life path? ¶

https://wiki.kaouenn-noz.fr/living_together_doing_together


– What has been constitutive of your values on this subject? of your relationship
with the world? or has built you as an adult?¶

– ....including, of course, positive or negative events (a failure can give rise to a
turning point)

Tips:
If you plan to do it in physical place, this “Training Methodologies” could help you
for preparing and managing a workshop
If you plan to do it online, this guide “Technology Is Stupid: How to choose tech for
remote working” could help.

The Montserrat method in steps brief:
(~2:30 to 3 hours)
1st step: individual work (~1 hour)

 Introduce the plan and goals - Start by clearly explaining the conditions of the
workshop, the rules, the different steps, the time allowed.,

Following the introduction, participants have one hour to fill in a table on a blank sheet
of paper with three columns and more rows, as follows:¶
the three columns:

 the first one to write the years,
 the second one for their little history,
 the third for the dates and events of the big history. ¶

the rows¶
 as many as needed / one row per year, ¶
 the first year is be the year of their birth, the last row is the current year;¶

¶
¶

https://en.gendersec.train.tacticaltech.org/downloads/en/trainingmethodologies-en.pdf
https://exposingtheinvisible.org/en/articles/technology-is-stupid/
https://exposingtheinvisible.org/en/articles/technology-is-stupid/


One line per years, one dated tiny story per line, one event from Grand History per line.
The concordance of the times, of the dates between a tiny story and an event of the
great history can be precise and accurate or approximate and not necessarily of the
same year. It depends on each individual and on the way a person connects 2 events
(tiny story, Grand History) as being significant for him or her.¶
Remind participants that:

– the Tiny Story means our personal history¶
– the Grand History means all that is common to us and that has made the

collective history: political, cultural, sports events, references (books, movies,
music, etc.). ¶

During this first hour, the idea is to find a list of small stories and big stories for each
participant, stories that are significant in relation to their presence here in the workshop:
- what elements of the small and big stories have brought us here today? (questions
inspired from Scop Le pavé)

Tips: the facilitator participates in the same capacity and level as the other
participants. This means that they also list their "tiny stories, and Grand History".
This is important for equal level of participation and sharing and building confidence,
inclusion, and not show special status.

Safety First:
During the first stage, memories related to or resulting from trauma may be mobilized.
Either memories and trauma for the person who writes them,
Or evocations of events written by one person that will be linked to traumas experienced
by another person in the group (especially during the pooling in step 2 of the method).

https://wiki.kaouenn-noz.fr/_media/hors_les_murs:evenements:phgh_document-detaille.pdf


This is why we have established a list of rules, and also instituted a Brave Place.
However, this does not absolve the facilitators from being vigilant and supportive
throughout the workshop.

¶
2nd step: collection and sharing (1 hour minimum)

Then comes the time to collect and share stories and dates. The facilitator asks for the
year of birth of the oldest person in the audience, so this is our starting year. Year after
year until today, the facilitator will ask the participants to share their anecdotes, both
from the small and the big story.
Each participant has the opportunity to explain and contextualize their choices. This is
not an obligation.
For example, the group could sit in a semi-circle in front of a wall that will serve as a
support for writing, pasting and annotating the elements of the list previously created.
The first person to start is the oldest in the group. She comes to share and explain her
first memory, Tiny Story, from her list.
By sticking or writing it on the wall, she starts the timeline at that specific date.
The timeline expands to the present day.
The group produces a collective synthesis (a timeline) on a wall (physical or on a
software / web page during an online meeting) which becomes a work of collective
expression. And the explanations, the little anecdotes speak in voice shared in person
complete this work.
<illustration needed>



Gayle Baker, a California resident, observes a timeline of the events onSeptember 11, 2001 at the newly opened 9/11- We Remember exhibit at theMarine Corps Museum in Triangle, Va, September 13, 2011. The displayfeatures an I-beam from the World Trade Center, a piece of the Pentagon,stories of Marine rescue efforts and testimonials by Marines who joined as aresult of the attacks. Guests are encouraged to touch the artifacts and toshare their experiences by pinning their memories on the share wall.
This image is a work of a U.S. military or Department of Defense employee, takenor made as part of that person's official duties. As a work of the U.S. federalgovernment, the image is in the public domain in the United States.
3rd Step. Exploitation: Questioning of representations, transmission of experiences...
(~30 minutes)
The third step is an invitation to exploit the fresco (Wall of tiny stories and Grand History):
each person takes time individually to note, to analyze, what we read in this fresco from the
following question: What do you read, what do you see in this fresco that triggers your
commitment? Identify the moments when you were fulfilled or, on the contrary, denied.
or
the group divides into smaller groups and performs the same work as described above.
Then comes the concluding phase during which each person or sub-group offers an interpreted
reading of the collective work created.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Department_of_Defense
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_armed_forces
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Government_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_of_the_United_States_Government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/public_domain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Government_of_the_United_States


Our own experimentation remix:
(duration: 4h minimum, 1 pre-phase, 4 steps)
We therefore made some modifications to the original method (described above) in the
hope that it would be more appropriate for investigative situations.
We do not consider these modifications of the original method as major. They have
been possible since our experiences acquired since 2014, and especially with the
contributions of the people involved in the 3 workshops involved in the design of this
guide.
From the same base as the classic of Montserrat, we make some modifications. The
tips, rules, animations, safety first, shared above are still valid.
Method for workshops for people who would like to design, facilitate, remix aworkshop :

 Duration: 4 hours in total (sometimes more) with 1 individual hour per
participant, number: between 5 and 10 people

 Layout: wall mural or blank table or digital board (e.g. https://excalidraw.com)
 Desire: to share our life stories, to make visible the little things that make us

think, the roots of our commitments, to draw common ground, to organize the
transmission of our political experiences.

 Intention: to set-up social configuration for collective investigation, or
storytelling, or narration ; and to defend and share a self-determination and the
necessity of the transmission of a repoliticized critical culture facing new ways
individuals & companies generate and share information

 Preparation: 1 full day to prepare the scenario, define and choose the title of
the workshop, write a clear invitation to the participants.

 After: 2 days to compile the collected stories; collect and sort the notes taken
during the second step; sort and file the materials and notes collected during
phase 3.

Tips: 4 hours is a long time. Remember to bring drinks and food for the group.
And don't be tempted to go too fast for fear of not finishing the whole process, you
might wear yourself out and exhaust the group without making the stories any easier.
If it's incomplete, that's okay. You will still have quality material and a collective that
will have built memories together with pleasant feelings.

https://excalidraw.com/


Preparation of a wall of expression by chronology of the Stories. Rennes, Hôtel Pasteur, France.
2017. CC BY SA License Xavier Coadic

Pre-phase: make it clear
With the idea to equip participant with self-determination opportunity, to give some
kind of equity between invisible people and facts by writers of History, and so on and
so forth.
Very short: A typical workshop start with a Specific Event or topic to investigate and
begin at the birthday of the younger attendee. We can use wall, pen, papers or web
app to drawn the timeline and write and stick events plus explanation

 Explain the context, the idea and the intention
 Ask if there are any problems or uncertainties
 Clearly explain the rules of life together, for example: a Code of Conduct
 Clearly state and display the time frame and the total duration
 Tell, explain and display the theme of the session “tiny story, Grand History”.
 Make the theme of the session clear (e.g. a specific historical event (the

beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic) or a collective theme (the rights to
Assisted reproductive technology))
Tips: The choice of topic for the workshop and its wording is important to make it
understandable for the people you want to invite.
For example, in the context of an investigation on "river pollution", a title such as "you
and environmental pollution" seemed to work well.
This is only an indicative purpose. The choice is up to the people setting up the
workshop. And it is by doing that we learn.



You should explicitly write down and share with participants why you are doing thisworkshop and what you are going to do with what is said and produced.For example, what you plan to use the output of this workshop for in your investigation.Or if you are thinking of sharing this with other people or organizations who are notpresent on the day of the workshop.We also invite you to consider that participants may be legitimate to use the output ofthis workshop, if it does not represent a safety and security issue for them.And consider discussing with participants the rules for using the renderings at the endof the workshop. We'll return to this point below.
1st Step: individual writing time
1 hour
The first step consists of an individual writing instruction to write one's personal,
educational and professional story, from birth to the present (45 minutes to 1 hour in a
calm environment): “Starting with your year of birth: write down the year, and at least
two columns “tiny story” and “Grand History”.
We will ask ourselves:
Which personal events, with dates, (tiny stories) and which larger / mainstream events,
with dates, (Grand History) you consider as very important in the way you think about
the theme chosen for the workshop.

Safety first:
People could have the fear that this would be too much like a therapy session
and their tiny stories are not indicative of the main topic in an important way.
By doing those first steps by yourself as facilitator speaking out with your own
tiny story and related Grand History you may contribute to a different
atmosphere.
In any case, you must take care and respect the people who do not want to
express themselves.

<image as an illustrative example − need to be changed with a more illustrative one>



Tips:
Propose to each person to place themselves in conditions that favor the mobilization of
memories, my creativity, flashbacks. And invite them to link a personal story to a bigger
picture.
And also to make according to the associations between tiny story and Great
History according to their own feeling, without obligation of exactitude of date.
the facilitator participates in the same capacity and level as the other participants.
This means that they also list their "tiny stories, and Grand History" . This is
important for equal level of participation and sharing and building confidence.

Here, in this first step, we would like to bring a variation to the initial method in order to
have a design more appropriate to the investigation situations. The people who
participate are in a kind of introspective practice, or self-searching.

 You can invite them to "cheat" by retrieving more accurate information or dates
from the Internet; or you can encourage them to look for patterns in the list they make (tiny story,
Grand History); or you can encourage them to position themselves as a "novice investigator"
through the lens of their own story in relation to the proposed theme.

As a guideline for facilitation, here some questions we specially asked ourselves, as
facilitators, for each workshop while thinking about this first step:

 How do we give voice to people who are systemically removed from it in its
patterns of production of investigation (e.g. people who in a given system of
society are avoided from visibility and voice)?

 How this step should not lock in a single vision of the proposed topic and leave
room for divergent expressions.

That’s the reason we choose to use the Brave Place, plus a set of rules as a code of conduct. It
is an imperfect and partial solution. We therefore continue to include as many people and
profiles as possible in the design of the workshops.
And we also pre-print some handout cards with this provocative message

Imagine a world only told by privileged people, a world with cases onlyinvestigated by privileged people, stories and publications only made byprivileged people…
If you cannot imagine that, you are part of this problem



Same little bubbles, sometimes meeting and laughing together, most oftenwithout real collaboration, never collaborating with the unprivileged on an equalfooting.
You can start to break a glass ceiling by allowing you to write your tiny storieshere and now

After an hour of individual work, the facilitator(s) invite the group to gather. You can
also ask how they felt about this moment of working and mobilizing memory, while
making it clear that the sharing of stories takes place at the next stage and on a wall.
This is a transition and regrouping phase, a transition where we begin to use voice.
2nd Step: Share, collect, explain, display
(2h minimum)

Safety first: No judgement is to be made on individual choices. They are specific to
each and above all an experienced fact can be striking under various aspects,
differently by each.

Year by year, in chronological order, the facilitator asks the group to share the events in history
that have affected them. The chronology starts with the oldest person, and the date of their first
tiny story.
The person who speaks is responsible for transferring the events to a visual medium and
integrating them into a timeline. Using colors for text or text supports can help.
It may be suggested that an event be shared in the following form:

 The context of the story (age, place, emotions felt). The event in the story (what happened, where, when, how, how it was felt...), i.e. a date
in the Grand History. The end of the story (how it ended, the final feeling, why this story has marked me?

Then it's the turn of the person who has a tiny story with the closest date. Or it is also possible
to offer the expression place to a participant who has an event in his or her list that he or she
thinks is related to the one previously shared.



Example of a display timeline with Tiny Stories & Grand History obtained during anonline workshop. (Here deliberately blurred)
Depending on the time, the energy of the group and the balance of the discussions, the
facilitator may suggest moving more quickly on certain events. Be careful, these choices are not
neutral and must be thought through beforehand according to the initial intentions.
Facilitators do not only facilitate, they participate and carry out the same steps as the other
people in the group. This can also help to unblock moments when the collective dynamic seems
to be less energetic.

Tips: Individual and collective listening is a strength in this session that must be taken
care of.

Here, it is very important to take handwritten notes on what is said orally or via software
that aims collaborative writing, such as, for example, pad, web-based collaborative real-
time editor.



Group in action on an environmental investigation in urban area with display wall of tiny stories
and Grand History on the right on clotheslines.
Rennes, 2018. License CC By SA Xavier Coadic

This document resource will be very useful after the workshop to better understand and
contextualize what was shared in the group. It can also be used as a basis or as an
additional aid for writing a story or stories that can be shared outside the workshop
group.
Here, our addition to the initial method is inspired by Paul Otlet's documentation
methods. It consists simply, and as a prefiguration of other steps of the investigation, to
take notes collectively on exchanges that contextualize information sharing (what are
the tiny stories, Grand History); helping to prepare a bibliography, documentation and
organization of the knowledge shared during this workshop.
Tips: If it's not documented it didn't happen. Take notes!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Otlet


Illustration of the Répertoire Universel de Documentation composed of
documentary files classified according to 3 categories: thematic files (CDU),
biographical files and geographical files
Illustration of page 409 of the Traité de documentation, by Paul Otlet.
Public Domain.

Challenges :
To embody, with the help of one's memories, situations and people who
have made us grow, who have shaped our path, to measure the
convergences between the participants and the specificities of each one;
to make the link between different contexts of emancipation and to
observe the “availability regimes” of those who have helped us to grow.
This exercise will also have the merit of proposing a method that
privileges testimonies over arguments, thus creating egalitarian
positions in the group; finally, this work will have the interest of
encouraging inter-knowledge, including between people who believe
they know each other.
More information on the method (and a site on which to search (fr)):
http://www.scoplepave.org/petite-histoire-grande-histoire

http://www.scoplepave.org/petite-histoire-grande-histoire


Pictures from “Tell Me Your Story – A Century of Story Telling in African American Art” by Ton
Zijlstra. Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International-license.
Once all the dates of the tiny stories and the Grand History have been posted, and each
person has been able to explain these choices, there is a third step.

3rd Step: Exploitation: Questioning of representations, transmission
of experiences
(1 hour minimum)
This is the step where participants step back and critique the content that the group has
produced. It allows for a deeper integration of what has just been said and done, and an
awareness of the issues related to the production obtained.
It also serves as a transition before the wrapping, step 4, before the group splits up.
Reminder: Facilitators participate in the stages in the same way as the participants.
Some questions we, as facilitators, specially asked ourselves for each workshop thinking about
this third step:

 How to preserve situations of dissension/dissensus when they appear in the
group? This is possible because it is a method that makes subjectivity work.

Ask participants to make a summary of the time wall and what it reveals, or what it does not
reveal. This can be done individually or in subgroups of 2 to 3 people.
Time: ~ 20 minutes
Then each person or subgroup will have 5 minutes to present their summary orally to the rest of
the group.
Duration: the time remaining

Tips: Take note !

https://www.zylstra.org/blog/about-me/
https://www.zylstra.org/blog/2020/08/tell-me-your-story-a-century-of-story-telling-in-african-american-art/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://www.zylstra.org/blog/about-me/


What we read in this fresco from the following question: What do you read, what do you see in
this fresco that triggers your commitment? Identify the moments when you were fulfilled or, on
the contrary, denied?

4th step: Wrapping round
Only if you have time left and the group agrees to a final energy jump. This is the moment toclose the workshop, and to talk about everyone's feelings.
Speech or non-speech is free and respected, like an offering. The questions are there
to open up possibilities.
At the end of this session, the group is asked to do a round of free speech that answers
all or part of the following questions

 How do I feel at the end of this workshop?
 What needs did this workshop meet?
 What did I learn about myself, about the group, from this workshop?
 How does the Grand History nourish our individual experiences?
 And our tiny stories?
 What do they tell about us?
 Do I have stories I want to share beyond this circle?

Tips: Take note !

What can the material produced in the workshop be used for
and who can use it
After this important collective time, with memories mobilized and historical dates recalled, you
get a considerable amount of material.
First of all, a group of people have just pooled information that you may not have had before on
a given topic. This is your first material resource.
Also, this group has just shared past individual experiences and established a new collective
experience with sharing on the given topic. It is also a resource that you just facilitate to exist.
The group has mobilized, and has begun to establish links and a common basis for reflection.
Then, since you have collected tiny stories related, in one way or another (even subjectively), to
important historical events, you get a chronological framework with a sociological situation that
brings a storytelling on the topic chosen for the workshop. It is a pre-narrative resource as well
as a resource for a lot of informative information for an investigation on the topic worked on.



In addition, if you have taken notes during the oral exchanges (2nd and 3rd step) you have a
contextualization and an explanation of the resources listed here. This then forms a
documentary resource, which can also be considered as a basis for clues. And since you know
the sources, all this can be of great value in an investigation.
Finally, you have a graphic work (the wall with a timeline composed of small dated
stories and dated events of the Grand History), whose quality varies according to the
groups and the care given to it, that can be archived (photograph, video, scan, fold and
carry, etc.). This resource can serve as a "mapping" output to begin or continue an
investigation. Or it can be used as an illustration in a publication; or perhaps
transformed later with an artistic/graphic approach to serve as a mediation support.
You started Narrating With Others. Whether what has been produced seems insufficient
or on the contrary quite qualitative, you have started a collective narration with people
different from you. And your judgment on quality will not necessarily be the same by
others.
It's up to you and the participants to decide which way to go and what form to give
(narrative, storytelling, story, writing, art work, investigation, etc).
And there are all the other possibilities from these resources that you have the freedom
to imagine and design.
All these resources can be useful to design an investigation before starting it; orat the beginning of the investigation to feed it; or in the middle of theinvestigation to confirm or deny leads; at the end of the investigation to reinforcethe clues you are going to present; or after the investigation to extend thepossible effects your investigation can offer.

Who can use it?
We remind you that before the workshop it is your responsibility to write explicitly and clearly to
the participants why you are doing this workshop and what you will do with what will be said and
produced.
You can offer them a reminder at the end of the session. This is a minimum of conviviality and
confidence before you use the resources made available by the workshop you have done.
Then, we invite you to continue to consider the participants as peers after the workshop. That
way, they are as legitimate as you are to reuse the resources.
Consider discussing with them any risks, specifically regarding the topic of your investigation as
it relates to the workshop theme.
You may also want to consider a written form of contract between all workshop participants,
including yourself, who wish to reuse the content and resources.



What did we get from our 3 last workshops?
What feedback did we get?
For the 3 workshops used as a support to write this chapter we have collected the
feedback from the same set of questions:
1. Is this workshop method new for you? If so, can you explain how and why?
2. Did you feel any blockages? If so, which ones?
3. Was there anything in this method that served you or will serve you? If so, which ones?
4. What changes in the method (process, animation, facilitation) would you like to see or
imagine more pleasant?
5. Do you have any other suggestions to share?
6. Would you like to reuse this method in a workshop to design basic narratives on the
subjects of your investigations (past, present, or future)? And to have content produced with
people "other" than the investigators?
Here is a non-exhaustive list of feedback collected
(from different people in different groups)

 It helps in many aspects to bring people together and stablish connection
 It’s a great way to find out about people and common ground.
 it’s quite useful as an investigative tool within a certain time frame to reconstruct

narratives between a collective
 Working collaboratively and sharing collectivity memories was not a new concept,

placing these stories on a time-line in the way we did and the conversations that
emerged during this process was something I had not experienced. What it exposed for
me was how much we all share, despite our different backgrounds, languages, histories
etc.

 Bringing survivors and perpetrators o wrongdoers, or simply intergenerational groups of
survivors… This type of workshop’s method be fitting there.

 We would like to use this methodology with family collectives of the disappeared
 It would be a very interesting way to create a map and draw connections between

broader government policies and corruption etc.
 Although working collaboratively and sharing collectivity memories was not a new

concept, placing these stories on a time-line in the way we did and the conversations
that emerged during this process was something I had not experienced.

 It was difficult to get into the mood of the workshop, I had trouble understanding what
was expected of me and the rules. But I already got some keys to some forms of
empowerment and appropriation of this knowledge

 I actually think it has great potential but I could not use it myself before learning more
about the method and seeing someone with more facilitation experience run it and help
collect the results and then have the ‘final story’ shaped together

 How we narrate, how we verify, how we frame the narrative and make space for all the
voices to be fairly treated and heard, how do we deal with possible conflicts in the group,
with bias, with safety, privacy, etc..

 Some participants take home a photograph of the resulting chronological tiemline work
that contains the substance of the stories extracted by "investigation" (despite the
information given that it will not keep for long/that it may get mixed up quite quickly if not
accompanied by the notes taken during the sharing). It looks like an affective



relationship to the collectively implemented experience, to the result, to the shared
workshop time. The "wall" which contains the result by writing seems to materialize the
transfer of knowledge

What we learnt:
 Of the 21 people who participated in our experiment from May to June, none had heard

of this method before, nor had they participated in a comparable workshop. Only 2
people experienced a comparable social configuration at least once.

 It seems to us that people's cultural background, and the associated native languages,
influence the "freedoms" that people allow themselves in self-narration/self-biographies.
This intuitive feeling seems to us to be of interest and deserves to be explored further by
other research efforts.

 It is a method of workshop facilitation based on subjectivity. It is disruptive to profiles of
people related to investigation/journalism.

 Most participants, regardless of their background and experience, had little or no
awareness of the use of collective storytelling and walls as a potential means of
expression to expose the invisible and investigate cases.

“Chinese-French Millennials Protest Police Shooting—and the ‘Model Minority’ Myth”https://globalvoices.org/2017/04/15/chinese-french-millennials-protest-police-shooting-and-the-model-minority-myth/
A street wall in Paris. Photo by martathegoodone. CC BY-ND 2.0

What are the benefits of Narrating With Others
This type of workshop adds to the 'toolkit' of methods for collaborative investigation

https://globalvoices.org/2017/04/15/chinese-french-millennials-protest-police-shooting-and-the-model-minority-myth/
https://globalvoices.org/2017/04/15/chinese-french-millennials-protest-police-shooting-and-the-model-minority-myth/
https://globalvoices.org/2017/04/15/chinese-french-millennials-protest-police-shooting-and-the-model-minority-myth/


This opens up more social diversity in the investigation processes.
During the workshop, information is shared, as well as knowledge, skills and attitudes,
and share in common is done. It is a learning situation.
By starting a common base, by becoming aware of the collective dimensions of the
events, by sharing responsibilities, with the transfer of knowledge, the participants put
themselves in a position of empowerment.
The quantity and quality of resources produced during the workshop are of high added
value for an investigation.
Resources and their values, learnings, knowledge, are not restricted to one person.
A group capable of acting on the subject proposed for the workshop is beginning to form
with a common basis.
What limitations we consider according to this exploration
Socio-professional labels are accompanied by prejudice, or certain beliefs. For example, a priori
judgement between a farmer and an investigative journalist can be a barrier for these two
people to collaborate in this type of workshop.
We also note that popular education methods may be considered 'low quality' or 'uninteresting'
by some investigators.
People already exposed to oppression and segregation may be afraid (and rightly so) to
participate in workshops in which they reveal much of themselves in order to feed the work of
others.
Workshop participants may be exposed to safety and security issues after the workshop and/or
as a result of the investigation.
One or more malicious people (e.g. towards you or your research subject) may come to the
workshop.
This workshop can be considered, from a certain point of view, as labour without fee. And here,
in our exploration, we did not work on a framework of reciprocity, nor on the issues of
remuneration and free labour.
Although we have been familiar with the original method for years, our exploration leading to the
adapted version we propose here should be conducted over a longer period of time, with more
diverse groups, and facilitated by others.

Discussion
We started this work with the conviction that popular education methods can contribute to the



investigations in different aspects: evidence inputs, narrative aids, collaborative practices, more
horizontal configurations.
Here we have highlighted the use of one of the popular education facilitation methods for a
workshop. We wish to continue this work, and especially to continue it in dialogue with other
working and investigation groups.
This invitation to collaboration is necessary to consolidate the work and resources on the use of
these methods in investigative situations.
Our work only makes sense if it is taken up, reproduced, modified, criticized and discussed.
Also, we point out that there are other methods in popular education. We open one possibility
here and we do not close any further possibilities. Besides, we are already working on other
methods with social configurations similar to the one presented in our case.
Resources
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 Spiral Model for Popular Education https://www.ruralsupportpartners.com/spiral-

model/
 «PETITE HISTOIRE-GRANDE HISTOIRE» Un outil d’éducation populaire, SCOP le

Pavé https://www.scoplepave.org/petite-histoire-grande-histoire
 “Designerly ways of knowing” (by NIGEL CROSS),
 Commons ~ "All the things that we inherit from past generations that enable

our livelihoods.” https://commonculture.org.uk/interview-with-john-thackara-
200814/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bell_hooks
https://naspa.org/images/uploads/main/Policy_and_Practice_No_2_Safe_Brave_Spaces.pdf
https://naspa.org/images/uploads/main/Policy_and_Practice_No_2_Safe_Brave_Spaces.pdf
http://videa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/WFC-PEM.pdf
http://videa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/WFC-PEM.pdf
https://www.ruralsupportpartners.com/spiral-model/
https://www.ruralsupportpartners.com/spiral-model/
https://www.scoplepave.org/petite-histoire-grande-histoire
https://web.archive.org/web/20210209012518/http://www.makinggood.ac.nz/media/1255/cross_1982_designerlywaysofknowing.pdf
https://commonculture.org.uk/interview-with-john-thackara-200814/
https://commonculture.org.uk/interview-with-john-thackara-200814/
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